Hat #1 John Loving – 1994

Captain of AZ Drill Team. Founded Skill Enhancement Program. 17 years dedicated to Rider Education at the time of presentation. Skill Enhancement Program, offered free by AZ Drill Team is still in effect after 30 years. John always supported all R.E programs throughout AZ and the Southwest.

Hat #2 Ray Garris and Sandi – 1994.

Educator at Several Levels. Authored the “Red Book” to equip Chapter and District Educators with all tools and knowledge to be effective immediately. Brought CPR/First Aid Classes to Wing Ding for 7 years, prior to Medic FA. Trained multiple Instructors and Instructor Trainers in CPR/FA. National Couple of the Year 1992/1993. Life Grand Master #18 and #176. Also served as GWRRA Director. Passionate about R.E.

Hat #3 Don Bass and Bok – 1994.

Former Chapter Educators, Chapter Directors AZ-E, created 12 month “crew” program. Active in Rider Ed several years.


National Rider Education Director. The one who put it all together for all of US. Wrote multiple articles, helped create videos and pamphlets to promote RE.

Hat #5 Gene and Rae Ellsworth – 1995.

Served as Educator at Chapter, District and National levels. Taught multiple original seminars. Created Red Hat Program. Started Masters Celebration in AZ. This “idea Team” created many creative, effective and fun contributions to RE.

Hat #6 Walt Rice and Nancy – 1996.

Former Educator and Director for AZ-E. Outstanding safety writer and Rider Education Contributor. 2 Red Hat to AZ-E.

Hat #7 John Haxtun and Penny – 1996.

AZ-A Chapter Director and Former Educator. Great MSF Instructor, First Aid/CPR Instructor, Seminar Present
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Hat #8 Al Jensen and Debby – 1996.
Colorado District Educator. Excellent MSF Instructor, First Aid/CPR Instructor, Major promotor of Master’s Program. Led Colorado to become first District in Region F to award 100 Masters.

Hat #9 Ray Cope – 1996.
Great Chapter Educator in NM–A. He created wonderful support for Rider Education in New Mexico with many contributions throughout District.

Hat #10 Lowell Pierce and Gail – 1996.
Here is the AZ-O Chapter Director. He took the knowledge he gained in our Rider Education Program and saved the life of a Cottonwood, AZ Police Officer that had been struck by lightning. He later became AZ-O Chapter Educator.

Hat #11 Charlie Thayer and Judy – 1996
Assistant AZ District Educator. Outstanding MSF Instructor. Directed first Southwest Masters Spring Gathering, AZC had a record number of new Masters to be awarded, this started a new District event for Masters.

Hat #12 Mike Nervi and Sharron – 1997.
Wonderful AZ-A Educator for 3 years, EMT, developed incentive program for RE participation. Helped create 27 new Masters in only 2 years.

Excellent MSF Instructor from CA. Made several contributions to improve RE program.

From Kanab, UT. Served as Region F Director. Big promoter for all RE Program events.

National Director of Rider Education in GWRRA. Continued to promote RE in Association.

Hat #16 Tom Jeffries and Barbara – 2000.
Region F Educators 3 times. They served RE for over 20 years. Made many contributions in promoting RE throughout Region and GWRRA
Colorado Master MSF Instructor. Long time service to ERC, Two Up and Trike classes to riders in Colorado.

Hat #18 JoAnn Hitt – 2003.
For teaching First Aid and CPR 10 years+ for both GWRRA Members and Public in general.

Captain of Arizona Drill Team. National Director of Drill Teams and continued dedication to improving motorcycle riding through the free Skill Enhancement provided by the AZ Drill Team for the last 30 years. Outstanding Instructor and Coach. Still involved in supporting R.E. at 80 years+ young.

Hat #20 Jerry White – 2009.
AZ Drill Team Members, MSF Instructor, Former Chapter Educator. He has donated countless hours to the better education of all motorcycle riders through the AZ Drill Team Skill Enhancement Program.

Hat #21 Charley Seeburger – 2009.
Member of the AZ Drill Team and excellent MSF Instructor to all of the motorcycling public in Arizona. Major contribution to success of Skill Enhancement program in Phoenix.

Hat #22 Dennis Brink – 2009.
AZ Drill Team Officer, MSF Instructor. Devoted many hours to the promotion of Rider Education for all motorcycle riders in AZ. Skill Enhancement coach for many years.

Former Captain of AZ Drill Team. Developer of incredible Motorist Awareness Program in GWRRA, called (2x2 & 4x4). This was how the Motorist Awareness Program in GWRA got started. Major contributor to Skill Enhancement program for many years. Great Instructor & Coach, always promoting R.E. everywhere.
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Hat #24 Dave Gormley and Dee – 2009.
Winner of 2009 GWRRA National Educator Award. Served for many years as Educator in Arizona at all levels. Great MSF Instructor and GWRRA Trike Instructor. Dave & Dee are still very active in R.E. today.

Hat #26 Dave and Sandie Novitt – 2010.
Winners of GWRRA Executive Directors Award. Outstanding job in Motorist Awareness in both District and Region levels. Served on AZ State Governor’s Office Motorcycle Safety Council for 2 years. Spent countless hours holding Motorist Awareness booth open at County Fairs for several years.

Hat #27 Bob Berry and Althea – 2011.
TEAM GWRRA Director of Rider Education, developed Rider Course guidelines, Master Rider Course Instructor Trainer. Has traveled to Israel and Italy and trained both Riders and Course Instructors two years in a row. Made many contributions to R.E throughout Association.

Hat #28 Elma Maury – 2012
Outstanding Chapter Educator. Stayed in touch with all members in Rider Ed Levels Program. Sent out reminders to keep everyone current along with her husband Mike put on many amazing rides promoting safety. Many times held their R.E Seminars in their own home.

Hat #29 Mike Maury – 2012
Chapter Educator for many years. Mike and Elma teach together. They held Rider Ed Seminars on regular basis. Both he & she have amazing passion for Rider Ed, helped others achieve goals in RE. Great PLP Facilitator, also National Rider Educator Merit Award winners in 2011.

Hat #30 Rick Howell and Linda – 2012.
Charter Members of NM-W. Former NM District Educator, MSF Instructor, GWRRA ARC and TRC Instructor, Hall of Fame Recruiter and uses his motorcycle accessory store as training location. Great GWRRA supporter.

Hat #31 Mike Burke – 2014.
Former District and Region Educator, MFA Instructor, PLP Facilitator, Seminar Presenter and UDTP Trainer, Great supporter of RE and served as Region Couple of the Year.
**Hat #32** Shirley Stephens Garcia and Benny – 2014.

Co-Founder of GWRRA representing all of the founding principles of GWRRA. Former MSF Instructor. This Couple has continually supported Safe Riding and serve as great examples. This couple contains both an excellent bike and outstanding trike rider. They both promote good R.E practices at all times.

**Hat #33** Anita Alkire and JR – 2014

President of GWRRA, Former Deputy Director West and Region F Directors. They were instrumental in bringing Instructor Courses like RCICP and UTDP to Region F so that members would have better access to the courses needed in RE. This couple has been dedicated to the promotion of RE throughout their many years as Members & Officers. Their support of R.E. has always been endless in so many ways. They truly believe in “Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge.” Both are proud to be Senior Master Tour Riders.

**Hat #34** Mike Briggs and Lynn – 2015

Dedicated to Rider Safety. Mike is a Master Tour Rider, ARC Instructor and now a Master Instructor. Mike is known to ride anywhere he is needed to assist with Rider Ed in any way. He has made many trips crossing several Districts at a time.

**Hat #35** Mike Werner and Dorrie – 2016

Mike is an ARC Instructor and both he and Dorrie are MFA Instructor, UTLTP Instructors, and UTREP Instructors and have served as District and Region Educators.

**Hat #36** Randy Bolsinger – 2017

Chapter Director, District Educator, ARC, TRC and UTREP Instructor. Also Senior Master Tour Rider. Continually dedicating time to improving motorcycle riding safety and serving all the Members of GWRRA.

**Hat #37** Tom Denny and Santana – 2017

Master Rider Course Instructor, Chapter Educator and Asst. District Educator. Major part of CPR and First Aid training in the Northwest. Served as Firefighter and EMT. Both share their energy and enthusiasm in Rider Ed, which is contagious.
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Hat #38  Dennis Black and Terri – 2017

Served for multiple years as: Rider Course Instructor, MFA Instructor, and Educator at both Chapter and District Levels. Both have been great promoters of wearing All The Gear, All The Time (ATGATT) and proper riding techniques.

Hat #39  John Bourg—2018

He created and maintained the data base (Originally Rider Ed). His efforts have yielded untold benefits to our Members and our Programs.

Hat #40  Lydia Bourg—2018

She has done an outstanding job in keeping our Members current in the critical skills needed to possibly save the life of a fellow Member or a family member.

Hat #41  Chuck Geggie (and Melanie)---2018

An outstanding Master Instructor, Trainer, Rider Coach, MFA Instructor-Trainer. Chuck is dedicated to keeping our riding skills current. He truly leads by example. A Life Grand Master.

Hat #42  Kyle Craig (and Mitzella) ---2018

“Mr. Rider Ed” has been dedicated to Rider Education for many years. He has always been there to be of service to his fellow Member and to our Association. He is proud to be “Educator of the Year” in recent years.

Hat #43  Sue Allhands---2018

Sue and her husband, Jerry, have been major contributors to Rider Ed at all levels. Even after Jerry passed away, Sue wanted to continue to serve our Members and has been an important part of TEAM GWRRA Rider Education.

Hat #44  John Kuehl (and Laurel) ---2018

John has been the backbone of the Rider Ed program as an amazing assistant. He has made certain that appointments happen as they should and the communications happens between members of the team. Another great supporter of the Rider Ed program.

Hat #45  Allessandro Boveri (and Mariarossa) ---2018

These folks have had an active role in bringing Rider Education to Italy. They have quite literally made the training classes and training courses all come together and even arranged an interpreter and translated all of the seminar materials. They brought Education & Fun to Italy.

Hat #46  Dan Sanderovich (and Rachel) - 2018

Dan & Rachel have taken their leadership Overseas to a new level with Rider Education & other programs in GWRRA. His commitment has resulted in hands-on training in Israel, Italy and Slovenia which has led to a dramatic increase of Membership in the Rider Ed Levels Program.
**Hat # 47 Gordon Murphy** (and Elsie) ---2018

Here is one of our early pioneers in Canada in Rider Ed. He helped write the ARC for Canada. He was also instrumental in getting a copyright for that course to help protect GWRRA. Thanks to a major supporter for Rider Education in Canada, helping to keep our Members to ride safe.

**Hat # 48 Gary and Patti Hamilton---2018**

Former “Educator of the Year” Has served our Members in many positions both in Operations and Rider Education. Also MFA Instructor. He is an outstanding Rider Coach and has been the leader of the Rider Course Program in Tennessee. A “Poster Child” for Red Hat Program award.

**Hat #49 Ron and Jan Smith --- 2018**

Known throughout Michigan District for their efforts raising thousand's of dollars for Rider Ed with homemade clocks and Raggedy Ann and Andy dolls. After spending thousands of hours hand crafting these treasures, they stay busy at every possible gathering, Rally, etc. selling raffle tickets for these items. Life Grand Masters 493 and 494

**Hat #50 Randy and Deloris Galloway --- 2019**

Former Chapter Directors and big providers of Rider Education. Strong supporters of ATGATT. Each year they host ARC and TRC classes for their Chapter. Presently hold Grand Master in Levels Program.

**Hat #51 Edward and MaryAnn Garazier --- 2019**

Great supporters of GWRRA and Rider Education. Served as Region Directors’, Chapter Directors’, ACD’s. They assist in set up PLPS, Seminars, Promoters of Motorist Awareness at bike and car shows. Grand Masters.

**Hat #52 Roger and Marie Crowe --- 2019**

Dedicated to Rider Ed for more than a decade. Former Chapter and District Educators. Strong supports of Rider Ed program and our Members safety. Constantly serving as great examples of the “best” riding practices. Senior Masters

**Hat #53 Darrin Gente --- 2019**

Spent the last 8 years as the “Go-To-Person” for all Rider Course events. Responsible for finding suitable locations and classroom space. Former Chapter Educator. Through his efforts over 100 riders and co-riders have had an opportunity to become safer and more skilled riders.

**Hat #54 Don and Rhonda Weed --- 2019**

Very proactive couple in meeting the needs of District Members. Always encouraging safety and skill training. Served as Asst. District Trainers, District University Coordinator, MFA Instructors as well as continuing study for TRC, RCI and ARC RCI. Master Tour Riders
Hat #55 Robert and Angela Williams --- 2019

They have served as CD, Senior District Educator, Senior University Trainer, Master Ride Instructor. Additionally, Master Ride Instructor and Medic First Aid Instructor since 2010. Conducted 60 plus Rider Ed Courses plus 50 MFA courses since 2010. Always at the RE table at rallies and Wing Ding helping Members with RE. Master Tour Rider #6333. Currently Team GWRRA RE Asst.

Hat #56 Lyette Babin-McKay --- 2019

In less than a year, this Ottawa, Canada based member has had a lasting impact on the GWRRA Rider Course program. Lyette has now translated into French, the curriculum used to train instructors along with the materials used by our Member-students for our Advanced Rider Course (ARC). Coming next, the translation of our RE Seminars as well.

Hat #57 Michel Lavoie --- 2019

Michel has reached his goal as a Central Canada District Educator /University Coordinator and Rider Coach to make Rider Courses available to French speaking Members as well. He has translated all the technical materials and all of the Instructor’s Range Guide to oversee all the on-bike activity during the Advanced Rider Courses in Canada.